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Megumi is an all-star athlete, but she's a failure when it comes to physics class. And she can't
concentrate on her tennis matches when she's worried about the questions she missed on the
big test! Luckily for her, she befriends Ryota, a patient physics geek who uses real-world
examples to help her understand classical mechanics—and improve her tennis game in the
process!In The Manga Guide to Physics, you'll follow alongside Megumi as she learns about the
physics of everyday objects like roller skates, slingshots, braking cars, and tennis serves. In no
time, you'll master tough concepts like momentum and impulse, parabolic motion, and the
relationship between force, mass, and acceleration.You'll also learn how to:–Apply Newton's
three laws of motion to real-life problems–Determine how objects will move after a collision–
Draw vector diagrams and simplify complex problems using trigonometry–Calculate how an
object's kinetic energy changes as its potential energy increasesIf you're mystified by the basics
of physics or you just need a refresher, The Manga Guide to Physics will get you up to speed in a
lively, quirky, and practical way.

"I found the cartoon approach of this book so compelling and its story so endearing that I
recommend that every teacher of introductory physics, in both high school and college, consider
using it."—American Journal of Physics"This is a perfect introduction to four key physics
concepts–law of action and reaction, force and motion, momentum, and energy–especially for
fans of anime and manga."<—School Library Journal"Overall, we found the books absolutely
amazing for teaching complex ideas and theories to people of nearly any age."<—Physics
TodayAbout the AuthorHideo Nitta, PhD, is a professor in the Department of Physics at Tokyo
Gakugei University. He has had many papers and books published by Japanese and overseas
publishers on subjects including quantum dynamics and radiation physics. He also has a strong
interest in physics education. He is a member of the International Commission on Physics
Education (ICPE), which is a commission of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics
(IUPAP).
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jennifer, “Serious Physics and Light-Hearted Fun. My school's physics teacher actually
recommended this book to me! I was too intimidated by physics, as a subject, to actually take
the class(es) he was teaching, but I sought him out quite a lot to ask him questions and get
clarification on things that I was trying to learn on my own. Apparently, I did this enough that,
finally, he showed me this book and recommended I read it for myself. He said it was super
helpful for both people beginning to study physics and people needing a refresher. He's actually
assigned it as summer reading for his kids over the summer.Having finished it quite a while ago,
I have to say, its main priority is definitely teaching physics, rather than plot. I'd say a good 85%
of the pages are largely devoid of actual, anime drawings and dedicated mostly to long
equations, math work, and explanations of basic physical concepts and the more advanced
mathematics. This is frustrating because, sometimes, all you want to do is get back to the anime
drawings so your brain can take a break from what feels a bit like reading a textbook; other
times, though, it's really helpful to have the topics that were briefly introduced during the anime-
drawing, plot-heavy part of the book explained in more depth.Overall, I'd say this book is tons
more fun than a textbook! There's absolutely no doubt about that. Happily, I also don't think your
sacrificing much--if any--of the educational quality you might get from a textbook. I mean, this
book covers some serious physics, but it balances that heavy-duty, headache-inducing material
with fun, light-hearted plot points and humor.Bravo, guys. I'm really grateful for this book.”

Penny Wise, “Great guide for beginners/intermediate learners. When I was a college student I
read the Manga Guide to Databases for funsies. Since then I own almost every Manga Guide
that have ever been published.They are written much like an edutainment tv show, with
simplistic story/characters to put more emphasis on the lessons. Each book typically follows a
young, school aged boy or girl. Be warned if your teen think they're "too cool for school" or "too
old for comics", they probably will not think kindly of this gift.The concepts are understandable
within the comic in most cases. If not, each chapter ends with a text-only lesson guide that
summarizes. Often the text goes into greater depth/detail than the comic itself.Physics itself
requires a certain level of prior mathematical understanding (around Pre-Calculus or above). I
would recommend this for high school level or above. Even better is if the reader is taking
physics that year, it can supplement their learning. I never had the opportunity to take Physics
until college, but even still I found the class and the book enjoyable.”

J. Pelayo, “Manga guide to.... The manga guide to... series is a great one so far. These books are
a great way to get to learn such hard coledge level courses in a fast, easy, and fun way thanks to
some cool manga and a professor from japan. Overall the book was very easy to follow and even
at times very funny and made the process of learning more fun and enjoyable. I like to think of
the fact that as a kid we were taught like this, so why can't those old ways work with such topics



as physics? This isn't some sort of little kid comic the jokes and manga itself are for teens and
up, and is meant to help out high schoolers or even college students. I really liked this book, and
I am even going to try out some of the others, and would highly recommend any of these books
to someone who wants to or needs to learn one of the topics of these books.”

Amateur, “Clear and Engaging. Even if the reader doesn't feel initially curious about physics
concepts of action and reaction, force and motion, momentum and energy, he or she will likely
enjoy this charming story and feel stimulated to consider the physics being illustrated. While
being entertained, the reader soon comes to realize the importance and even practical
usefulness of knowing these basic concepts.My thirteen-year old granddaughter enjoys
Japanese Manga style comic book cartoon characters and has expressed a desire to learn
more physics. She tells me she enjoyed reading her copy of the Manga Guide and I, who also
bought a copy, likewise enjoyed it. For me, It reviewed, refreshed and expanded upon Newton's
laws which I had learned years ago. Now we have something to talk to one another about
besides challenging one another in chess. matches.”

Starkar, “Funn-est Review Ever!. Aced my forces/impulse test! I love physics, and this was a cute
and super fun way to review what I learned from class. I admit that there are some, to my
chagrin, gratuitous drawings of the rival character. In addition, I definitely don't recommend using
this if you don't know anything about or haven't taken or studied physics before. That will
overcomplicate everything. This book is:- Cute- Enjoyable to read- Simple real-life applications
used as examples- Accurate (Most of its content was what we learned in class.)It's relatively
memorable and very helpful. In fact, I had a quiz on impulse and there was (BEHOLD!) a
question about applying force to a tennis raquet. I immediately thought of Megu trying to "follow
through" when she returned the ball so she could increase impulse. And yes, I did get the
question right! ;D”

Nadezhda Marimont, “Cute but too easy. My 15 year old daughter loved this book, and it took us
as much as 4 days to read it through and through (we read it together). The pictures are lovely,
and the comic strips are very very good. But in terms of education I don't feel this book was what
we needed. It has lots of theoretical material (comments) which looked unnecessary here.
Pictures and stories occupy about 1/3 of the book only. The rest was the comments. The entire
book seemed too concise to me.Anyway, we had a great time to brush up our physics in summer
and have some fun. I am going to purchase other books from this series keeping in mind how
short they are.”

Person, “Great. Great for additional study and it’s fun to learn from when compared with a
physics textbook. Highly recommend it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Awesome. It's a fantastic book that combines fun and fairly deep



exposure into the subject. I have tried on a 8 year old and it is a bit tough but still useful.”

Turtle, “Five Stars. These are good, but my children are a little young yet. Probably better for
teenagers.”

MZY2015, “Five Stars. Good story to it”

Marianne, “Great book for kids. Makes homework - and understanding of physics - go down a bit
more easy. My son became in fact interested!”

The book by Seymour Simon has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 160 people have provided feedback.
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